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Workshop Schedule

15:00 - 15:15. Pattern Overview.

15:15 - 15:45. Design Principles. Make it Direct.

15:45 - 15:55. Exercise 1.

15:55 - 16:05. Present Solutions.

16:05 - 16:30. Keep it Lightweight. Stay on the Page.

16:30 - 17:00. Break / Q & A.

17:00 - 17:50. Provide an Invitation. Use Transitions. React Immediately.

17:50 - 18:00. Exercise 2.

18:00 - 18:15. Present Solutions.

18:15 - 18:30. Q & A.



Design Patterns

Definition
A formally described solution to a design problem

Purpose
Capture a problem (conflict) and provide a solution (resolution). 



Origin of Patterns

A Pattern Language, Alexander, 1977
Dissatisfied with sterile, impersonal design

Defined it as
Solution to a problem in context

Captured
Situation, competing constraints,
canonical solution

Examples
Couples Realm, House for a Couple, Office Connections, Children’s Home 



Office Connections

Conflict
If two parts of an office are too far apart, people will not more between 
them as often as they need to; and if they are more than one floor apart, 
there will be almost no communication between the two.

Resolution
To establish distances between 
departments, calculate the number of 
trips per day made between each two 
departments; get the "nuisance distance" 
from the graph; then make sure 
that the physical distance between the 
two departments is less than the 
nuisance distance. Reckon one flight of 
stairs as about 100 feet, and two flights 
of stairs as about 300 feet.
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Alexander, A Pattern Language



Origin of Patterns

Software Patterns
1995. Gang of Four book

Challenge to UX
1996. Alexander challenges HCI community

UX Patterns
1997. Tidwell’s Common Ground
Welie’s pattern site
Design of Sites book
2005. Tidwell, Designing Interfaces
2006. Y! Pattern Library



surfacing vocabulary



surfacing vocabulary



Pattern Libraries



Tidwell’s Patterns

Original site: Common Ground
http://www.mit.edu/~jtidwell/interaction_patterns.html

Designing Interfaces book, 2005

Organization of patterns
Information architecture for applications
Navigation
Page layout
Maps, graphs, and tables
Forms
Graphic editors
Color, typography, and look-and-feel

http://designinginterfaces.com



Welie Pattern Library

120+ Patterns

http://www.welie.com/patterns/



Pattern Taxonomy
http://tr.im/ly6E



Yahoo! Pattern Library
http://developer.yahoo.com/ypatterns

40+ Patterns



Internal Yahoo! Pattern Library

Creators
Erin Malone
Matt Leacock
Chanel Wheeler

Pattern Curators
Bill Scott (2005-2006)
Christian Crumlish (present)



Yahoo! Pattern Library



Yahoo! Pattern Library

sensitizing 
example

problem

lightly animated

usage

solution 
prescription other 

considerations

in page 
navigation

related patterns

where to find it

yuiblog article

sometimes 
code example



Designing Social Interfaces

120+ Patterns

http://www.designingsocialinterfaces.com/
Erin Malone & Christian Crumlish

100+ patterns



Fluid OSDPL
http://uidesignpatterns.org/designPatterns





Quince Pattern Explorer
http://quince.infragistics.com





Blink Design Library
http://designlibrary.blinkinteractive.com/



Information Design Patterns
http://interface.fh-potsdam.de/infodesignpatterns/patterns.php



Interface Design Patterns
http://tr.im/lxdu



Search Patterns
http://www.findability.org/archives/000194.php

Peter Morville



UI Pattern Factory
http://uipatternfactory.com/



UI Pattern Factory Flickr Pool



UI Patterns.com Library
http://ui-patterns.com



Pattern Tap
http://patterntap.com/collections/

~45 collections, ~5000 
screenshots



Konigi
http://konigi.com/



Flickr. Factory Joe
http://tr.im/lxfR



Flickr. Design Solutions
http://tr.im/lxfZ



Flickr. ui/ux collection
http://tr.im/lxgE



Flickr. Xian Collection
http://tr.im/lxgQ



Flickr. DWI Book Figures
http://tr.im/lxgV



Flickr. DWI Screencasts
http://tr.im/lxh2



Designing Web Interfaces Site
http://designingwebinterfaces.com





Simple Interaction?



Principles for Designing 
Rich Interfaces



Six Design Principles

Make It Direct

Keep It Lightweight

Stay on the Page

Provide Invitations

Use Transitions

React Immediately



Make it Direct
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pattern. drag and drop.

pattern. in-page editing. pattern. direct selection



Make It Direct. In-Page Editing.

y! bookmarks
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flickr. alternate edit path
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Make objects directly actionable
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Make It Direct. In-Page Editing.

group editing
symmetry of interaction
discoverability vs readability

basecamp. symmetry of interactioniPhone. non-symmetrical; readability

“If readability is more important than editing 
then keep the editing action hidden 
until the user interacts with the content.”



Anti-Pattern. Non-Symmetrical Interaction.

Activation
Mouse hover

De-Activation
Locate close button
Click small target



Anti-Pattern. Non-Symmetrical Interaction.

Activation
Mouse hover

De-Activation
Locate close button
Click small target

Amazon. Associates Widget.



Refactored. Non-Symmetrical Interaction.

Netflix. Symmetrical Interaction



Make It Direct. Drag and Drop.
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Make It Direct. Drag and Drop.

take care of interesting moments

My Yahoo! drag and drop

Moments



Make It Direct. Drag and Drop.
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Moments



Make It Direct. Drag and Drop.

take care of interesting moments

My Yahoo! drag and drop

Actors

Moments

Interactions



ID: Bill Scott & Eric Miraglia Date:

Mouse 

Hover Mouse Down Drag Initiated

Drag Over

Valid Target

Drag Over

Invalid Target

Drag Over

Parent Container

Drop

Accepted

Drop

Rejected

Drop On

Parent Container

Cursor

CSS Move cursorCSS Move cursor CSS Move cursor CSS Move cursor CSS Move cursor CSS Move cursor Normal Cursor Normal Cursor Normal Cursor

Tool Tip

Drag Object

Full Opacity Reduced Opacity Reduced Opacity Reduced Opacity & Invalid Badge Reduced Opacity

Modules animates into the area 

just below insertion bar

Modules animates back to 

the home area

Modules animates back to 

the home area

Module comes to rest in new 

area

Module comes back to rest 

at full opacity

Modules comes back to 

rest at full opacity

Modules slide up in a self-healing 

transition to close hole

Drop Target

No insertion bar, just a gap No insertion bar, just a gap Insertion bar showing where it will drop No insertion bar, just a gap No insertion bar, just a gap & original hole

Insertion bar is removed as first 

frame of animation

Insertion bar is removed 

as first frame of animation

Insertion bar is removed 

as first frame of 

animation

Drag and Drop Modules - Interesting Moments Grid

Currently on beta.my.yahoo.com Nov-05

My Yahoo! drag and drop



Make It Direct. Drag and Drop.

Yahoo! Gobbler interesting moments



Make It Direct. Drag and Drop.

Yahoo! Gobbler interesting moments

yahoo! teachers. hints during interesting moments
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Make It Direct. Drag and Drop.

Yahoo! Gobbler interesting moments

yahoo! teachers. hints during interesting moments



Make It Direct. Drag and Drop.

Interesting moments



Make It Direct. Drag and Drop.

Interesting moments

hover 
invitation

drag 
feedback

drop 
confirmation

drag 
invitation

ripped 
feedback

drop 
invitation



Anti-Pattern. Artificial Construct.

summary
Incorrectly constructing a user experience around drag and drop. Usually consists 
of creating interface elements that only exist for the sake of drag and drop.

examples
Using drag and drop for simple attribute setting



Don’t construct an artificial
interface for drag and drop

Anti-Pattern. Artificial Construct.

Drag and drop for marking favorites
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Don’t construct an artificial
interface for drag and drop

Already solved

Drag and drop for rating DVDs

Anti-Pattern. Artificial Construct.

Drag and drop for marking favorites



Anti-Pattern. Tiny Target.

summary
Making key interaction points too small increases the likelihood that users will be 
frustrated with the interface.

Fitts’ law
The time to acquire a target is a function of the distance to and size of the 
target.

examples
divots for expand/collapse



Apple iPhone keyboard

Anti-Pattern. Tiny Target.



Apple iPhone keyboard

Anti-Pattern. Tiny Target.

iPhone has 
revolutionary 

dynamic target 
sizing



Apple iPhone keyboard
apple web 

site has the play 
controls as an 

8 x 8
pixel target

Anti-Pattern. Tiny Target.

iPhone has 
revolutionary 

dynamic target 
sizing



Anti-Pattern. Tiny Target.

The identity card area has a summary view and an expanded view. 

y! teachers. anti-pattern. tiny target



Anti-Pattern. Tiny Target.

The identity card area has a summary view and an expanded view. 

Divot for expand/collapse is hidden
Shown on picture hover only

Divot is small (8x8)

y! teachers. anti-pattern. tiny target



Anti-Pattern. Tiny Target.

Issue: small text drag target
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Anti-Pattern. Tiny Target.

Issue: small text drag target



Refactoring. Tiny Target.

Activation targets and important commands need to be large enough, 
visually distinct and in proximity to operation.

Use contextual tools to support proximity.

Use “Call to Action” style buttons for most important operations.

If titles will expand/collapse, at least use hyperlink underline when hover 
happens to provide a bigger target.

Never use 8x8 for targeting



Exercise 1
It’s a Drag



It’s a Drag. Netflix Queue



It’s a Drag. Netflix Queue



Exercise

Write down list of interesting moments

Critique current drag and drop interaction

Propose visual & interaction ideas to resolve:
discoverability
ease of use
sketches of interaction or use interesting moments grid

http://designingwebinterfaces.com/resources/interestingmomentsgrid.xls



Attempts

Drag handles, highlighting, animation
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Attempts

Drag handles, highlighting, animation



Attempts: After re-arranging with Move to Top

Provide a message in the “hole” that gets left

Did you know you can also re-arrange your queue by drag and drop?  Learn how.



Keep it Lightweight





original digg site. digg.com 1.0
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digg. in page action

Keep It Lightweight.



digg. in page action

Key to digg’s 
early success - 

Kevin Rose

Keep It Lightweight.



the gap. remembered collections

digg. in page action

Keep It Lightweight.
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the gap. remembered collections

y! news, netflix. rating an objectdigg. in page action

flickr. contextual tools y! movies, y! answers. rating an object

Keep It Lightweight.



Same as context menus
Only good for single objects
Can actually slow you down

Keep It Lightweight. Contextual Tools.
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Same as context menus
Only good for single objects
Can actually slow you down

Keep It Lightweight. Contextual Tools.



Anti-Pattern. One at a Time.

summary
When you can only update small pieces of the interface instead of doing things 
in a group.

examples
backpackit



Anti-Pattern. One at a Time.

Key is what is the workflow? One at a time or mutiple operations allowed.
These kind of interfaces (in context tools) always present a problem for doing 
operations on multiple items.



Anti-Pattern. One at a Time.

Key is what is the workflow? One at a time or mutiple operations allowed.
These kind of interfaces (in context tools) always present a problem for doing 
operations on multiple items.



Anti-Pattern. One at a Time.

Takes one at a time check box to the extreme



Refactoring. One at a Time.

Think about what happens when the data/information scales
It affects space issues but also affects interaction density.

Think about doing multiple operations at once
Balance with immediacy

Watch out for contextual tools, in-page actions
These give immediacy but also will trap you into not handling multiple items at 
once.

Don't forget about the lowly checkbox
Not as sexy, but very serviceable.



Remove the “pain points”
Shorten the path
Keep actions immediate and light
Use hover, blur, focus; avoid heavy events

Keep It Lightweight. Contextual Tools.
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Remove the “pain points”
Shorten the path
Keep actions immediate and light
Use hover, blur, focus; avoid heavy events

click-weight
seek time

decision time
second guessing

wait time
interaction steps

cost/benefit tradeoff
netflix. ratings

digg. vote

Keep It Lightweight. Contextual Tools.



Anti-Pattern. Hover & Cover.

summary
Revealing information or actions on mouse hover has become popular.

Sometimes using a hover popup makes the experience worse.

Hover & Cover occurs when the hover popup 
hides important contextual information
gets in the way of other actions
impedes navigation.



Anti-Pattern. Hover & Cover.

Original hover was extremely annoying as it
Covered the item to the right (natural flow is left to right)
Partially covers text edit area (bug: sticks open)
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y! teachers. anti-pattern. hover & cover y! teachers. anti-pattern. hover & cover. resolved
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y! teachers. anti-pattern. hover & cover y! teachers. anti-pattern. hover & cover. resolved

Anti-Pattern. Hover & Cover.



Anti-Pattern. Hover & Cover.

plum.com. Drop down menu on hover gets in the way.  Accidentally opens.

netflix. issues.
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netflix. issues.



Anti-Pattern. Hover & Cover.

Yahoo! Local originally had this hover beast.

Thankfully it no longer functions this way :-)



Refactoring. Hover & Cover.

Use click for tools that will cover context



Refactoring. Hover & Cover.

Use click for tools that will cover context



Bing Example. Shifting Content.



Bing Refactored. Hover & Cover Again.



Yahoo! Hover



Yahoo! Hover & Cover Refactored.



Refactoring. Hover & Cover.

Reserve same space for both hovered and non-hovered state

For hover details, 
allow a slight delay 
before activation 

For hover details 
don’t cover important 
context.

For in-context tools, 
show immediately and 
hide immediately
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Reserve same space for both hovered and non-hovered state

For hover details, 
allow a slight delay 
before activation 

For hover details 
don’t cover important 
context.

For in-context tools, 
show immediately and 
hide immediately



Anti-Pattern. Double Duty.

Ambiguity between hover & click (clicking arrow does 2 things)



A Little of Everything
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A Little of Everything

Anti-Pattern

Hover &

Cover

Anti-Pattern

Needless

Fanfare

Anti-Pattern

Mouse

Trap

Anti-Pattern

Novel

Notion

Anti-Pattern

Tiny

Target



Stay on the Page
(or Maintain Flow)



Exploratorium
Exhibit
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pattern. on-demand scrolling.

pattern. hover details.

pattern. in-context expand. pattern. inline assistant.

pattern. lightweight popup + lightbox

Stay on the Page.



Hub & Spoke Model

Shift to “Stay in the Page”

shift away from paging paradigm
eliminate unneccessary navigation

map screen flow directly to user tasks
one-screen-per-goal philosophy

Hagen-Rivers Report. http://www.uie.com/articles/rivers_interview/



Hub & Spoke Model

emphasizes visual
communication

de-emphasizes
navigation and 

extraneous tasks

stay on the page
experience

hub

spokes



overlays
dialog overlay
detail overlay
input overlay

considerations
lightbox effect
modality
activation

Stay on the Page. Overlay.
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Stay on the Page. Inlay.

roost. inlay + overlay

roost. all inlays



Stay on the Page. Inlay.

roost. inlay + overlay

roost. all inlays



Rethink paging
use scrolling for “owned” data

watch out for dual scroll bar issue
hybrid of paging & scrolling

Stay on the Page. Virtual Pages.
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Rethink paging
use scrolling for “owned” data

watch out for dual scroll bar issue
hybrid of paging & scrolling

mlslistings. pagination

microsoft live. paged scrolling

y! health. carousel

y! mail. on-demand scrolling

Stay on the Page. Virtual Pages.
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Rethink paging
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endless. seamless paging

hard rock cafe. zui cool iris (piclens). zui

Stay on the Page. Virtual Pages.
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rethink process flows
the user’s mental model vs page model
every page jump is a mental speed bump

broadmoor hotel. one page checkout

the gap. inline assistant

the gap. inline checkout

Stay on the Page. Process Flow.
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step by step?
yes, sometimes works best

netflix. step by step

discover card. step by step

ebay. single page flow

Stay on the Page. Process Flow.
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netflix. stalker overlay

netflix. simpler overlay

Anti-Pattern. Stalker.



Anti-Pattern. Pogo Stick Navigation.

summary
Requiring the user to go down a level or two, perform an operation, come back 
to the top and then have to go back down again. Name comes from hopping up 
and down through the site.

credit
Jared Spool



Netflix. Older version of add to queue

Anti-Pattern. Pogo Stick Navigation.
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Refactoring. Pogo Stick Navigation.

Netflix. Newer version of add to queue

Solution
Encapsulate alternate click stream in an overlay



Anti-Pattern. Pogo Stick Navigation.

Y! Teachers

No obvious close 
for overlay 

Back Button goes 
to wrong place



Refactoring. Pogo Stick Navigation.

Draw flow arrows between pages to catch the zig-zag bouncing from 
page to page (see Meandering Way).

To avoid pogo effect:

- Use in-context tools to bring actions into the current page
- Use hover details to reveal information in context
- Use overlays for encapsulating an alternate navigation path to allow 
temporary exploration without losing the original context of navigation

- Use in page actions like inline editing, etc. to provide functionality inline.
- Use in-context expands to reveal information on the page.

Watch out for overlays
Can make users resort to back button anyway



Stay on the Page. Anti-Patterns.
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anti-pattern. borders. hover & cover

anti-pattern. y! photos. idiot boxes

anti-pattern. amazon. mouse trap

Stay on the Page. Anti-Patterns.



Provide an Invitation
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pattern. drop invitation.

pattern. tour invitation.

Provide an Invitation.
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Provide an Invitation. Static Invitation.

unfinished look
dog-ear
blank slots
blank slate

backpackit. blank slate invitation

netflix. rate invitiation (blank slots)

yahoo login! dog-ear invite
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Provide an Invitation. Static Invitation.

call to action
1-2-3 messaging
spotlighting or lightbox
provide a peek

yahoo! tour invitation

discover! 1-2-3 call to action

starz play! sneak peek in carousel



Provide an Invitation. Navigation Invitation.



talkeetnaviaggi.it

Provide an Invitation. Navigation Invitation.



Provide an Invitation. Tickler Menu.

basecamp. Tickler Menu.



Provide an Invitation. Page as Menu.

msnbc.com. Page as Menu.
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Provide an Invitation. Dynamic Invitation.

discoverability
invitations

facebook. prompt-based invitation

disqus. explicit “edit” invitation

Y!photo. implicit flickr. on hover



Discoverability
No easy answer
Use the hover to reveal interaction
Use the familiar to teach the new
Can’t flag all interactions

Provide an Invitation. Dynamic Invitation.
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Discoverability
No easy answer
Use the hover to reveal interaction
Use the familiar to teach the new
Can’t flag all interactions

y! movies. hover invitation

backpackit. tooltip invitation + hover invitation + 
cursor invitation

flickr. hover invitation

backpackit (fake). being too explicit

Provide an Invitation. Dynamic Invitation.
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drag and drop
use the interesting moments
before, during and after

flickr. drop here invitation (static)

flickr. drop here invitation (interactive)

Provide an Invitation. Dynamic Invitation.
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reveal with hovers
drop down clues
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bridge the new with the old
hyperlinks as actions

reveal with hovers
drop down clues

y! mail. embedded buttons

backpackit. revealed hyperlinks/icons

flickr. drop down affordance

the gap. button

Provide an Invitation. Dynamic Invitation.
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anti-pattern. amazon. mouse trap

anti-pattern. y! maps. mouse trap
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Use Transitions.

pattern. fade transition + self-healing transition.

pattern. slide + animate.

pattern. spotlight.

pattern. zoom box.
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Understanding attention processing
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Speak to the brain
Understanding attention processing
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show state change

show relationships between objects
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Use Transitions.

Keep it sane
“Cut it in-half” rule of thumb
Use “contrast knob” approach



Anti-Pattern. Animation.

summary
Animation effects that become the central focus instead of being part of 
reinforcing a message.  

patterns
animation gone wild
stalker
needless fanfare



Anti-Pattern. Animation Gone Wild.

Why the extra little slide in?



Anti-Pattern. Animation Gone Wild.

animated menus... so 90’s



Anti-Pattern. Animation Gone Wild.

animated menus... so 90’s
nasa.gov
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Anti-Pattern. Animation Gone Wild.

too many things animating on hover

buzzword



Anti-Pattern. Needless Fanfare.
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borders

Anti-Pattern. Needless Fanfare.

Occam’s Razor: What can be 

done with less is done in vain with 

more.

Tufte: Smallest Effective 

Difference. Make all visual 

distinctions as subtle as possible, 

but still clear and effective.
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Anti-Pattern. Stalker.

yahoo! local

yelp
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Refactoring. Stalker.

y! teachers gobbler. instantly there



Refactoring. Stalker.

Transitions should mean something. They communicate.

Understand the hierarchy of transition communication
Rapid movement
Rapid color change
Slow movement
Slow color change

If you are refactoring a wild interface, simply turn off all animations and 
start by communicating fully without it, then add it back in one at a 
time.



React Immediately
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y! answers. live suggest

y! mail, kayak. auto complete

netflix. periodic refresh

y! small biz. live previews

y!mail. busy indicator

React Immediately.
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Keep the goal in mind
Design for relevancy

Is it narrowing or distracting?
Use feedback to boost confidence
Let the user iterate where possible

roost

React Immediately. The Goal.
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Look before you leap
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Prevent errors before-hand
Ounce of preventive design worth 

pound of error-handling
Look before you leap

Use live-previews

React Immediately. Live Previews.



React Immediately. You are Here.

idea.org. You are Here.



Keep feedback focused
Avoid side-noise (peripheral distractions)
Use laws of proximity in context feedback

React Immediately. Focused Feedback.
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Multi-variate data
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React Immediately. Deep Interaction.
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Think “deeper interaction”
Multi-variate data
focus + context

farecast.com

yahoo! finance

React Immediately. Deep Interaction.
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Whitestone Cheese

make it direct
drag and drop, direct selection

keep it lightweight
contextual tools

stay on the page
dialog inlay, remembered collections,

single page workflow

provide an invitiation
hover invitation, affordances

use transitions
faceplate, animation, slide, fade

react immediately
refining search, live search
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Whitestone Cheese

make it direct
drag and drop, direct selection

keep it lightweight
contextual tools

stay on the page
dialog inlay, remembered collections,

single page workflow

provide an invitiation
hover invitation, affordances

use transitions
faceplate, animation, slide, fade

react immediately
refining search, live search



Exercise 2
Button Mahem



Button Mahem

Background
Netflix originally DVD-only service

Actions fairly simple on main page (1 primary action)
Add to DVD queue OR Save for later to DVD queue

New service added: Instant Watch
Now two queues (DVD queue, instant queue/playlist)
Actions increase (3 primary actions)
Add to DVD AND Add to Instant AND Play Now



Button Mahem

First attempt
Anti-patterns anyone?
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Button Mahem

First attempt
Anti-patterns anyone?

Second attempt

Slightly better, but still problems



Exercise

1. Critique current button interactions

2. Design a solution for displaying the 3 actions

Considerations
Surface that a title can be watched instantly (promote instant watching)
Avoid negative impact to engagement for adding or playing movies
How it interacts with the BOB
Minimize visual noise
Avoid anti-patterns: hover & cover, mouse trap, non-symmetrical interaction, 
etc.



Attempt #3

side-by-side triple buttons, red & blue colors



Attempt #3

side-by-side triple buttons, red & blue colors

side-by-side triple buttons, gray colors
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Attempt #3

split play + violator
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Attempt #3

buttons in a layer



Attempt #3

Contextual Tools



Attempt #3

Contextual Tools



Q & A Time



Resources

Presentation
http://billwscott.com/share/presentations/2009/webvisions/dwi_workshop.pdf

Blogs
http://looksgoodworkswell.com

http://theresaneil.wordpress.com

http://designingwebinterfaces.com

Books
About Face 3: The Essentials of Interaction Design. Cooper. 2007.

Designing Interfaces: Patterns for Effective Interfaces. Tidwell. O’Reilly. 2006.

Don’t Make Me Think. Steven Krug. New Riders. 2005.

Web Form Design: Filling in the Blank. Wroblewski. Rosenfeld Media. 2008.

Upcoming: Designing Social Interfaces. Malone & Crumlish. O’Reilly. 2009. 

Design of Sites. Duyne, Landay, Hong. Prentice Hall. 2006.

Designing Web Interfaces: Principles & Patterns for Rich Interactions. Scott & Neil. O’Reillly. 
2009.



Pattern Libraries & Screenshot Collections

http://designinginterfaces.com
http://www.welie.com/patterns/
Pattern Taxonomy: http://tr.im/ly6E

http://developer.yahoo.com/ypatterns
Yahoo! Internal Pattern Library: http://
tr.im/m0zz
http://
www.designingsocialinterfaces.com/

http://uidesignpatterns.org/
designPatterns

http://quince.infragistics.com
http://designlibrary.blinkinteractive.com/
http://interface.fh-potsdam.de/
infodesignpatterns/patterns.php
Interface Design Patterns: http://tr.im/
lxdu

Search Patterns: http://
www.findability.org/archives/
000194.php

http://uipatternfactory.com/
http://ui-patterns.com/

http://patterntap.com/collections/
http://konigi.com/
Flickr Factory Joe: http://tr.im/lxfR

Flickr Design Solutions: http://tr.im/lxfZ
Flickr UI/UX Collection: http://tr.im/lxgE

Flickr Xian Collection: http://tr.im/lxgQ
Flickr DWI Book Figures: http://tr.im/lxgV
Flickr DWI Screencasts: http://tr.im/lxh2

http://designingwebinterfaces.com


